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**Disability -- Law and Policy**


Disability -- Literature


Thomson, Rosemarie Garland

Disability -- Motion Pictures


Disability -- Performing Arts

*HV 1568 K87 2004*

*PS 338 P4 2002*

Disability -- Social Aspects

*HV1568 D568 1999.*

*HV1568 B63 1997*

*HV1568 D39 1995*

*HV3021 W66 F73 2000*

*HV1568 M55 1999*
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**Media**


*Dancing from the inside out* [videorecording]: three stories from AXIS Dance Troupe / producers Thais Mazur, Sarah Shockley; director/editor, Sarah Shockley; Dancing Video. Boston, MA: Fanlight Productions, 1994.

*Nobody is burning wheelchairs* [videorecording] / Easter Seals; producer, Victor E. Friedberg; director, Nicole Lucas. Chicago, Ill: National Easter Seal Society, [1992].


*When Billy broke his head* [videorecording]: and other tales of wonder / a presentation of Independent Television Service; produced & directed by Billy Golfus, David E. Simpson; written and narrated by Billy Golfus; National disability Awareness Project. Boston, MA: Fanlight Productions, [1994].